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Abstract:  An anti-keylogger is a program that specializes in detecting and identifying keystroke logging software which is also 

capable of fixing or at least immobilizing hidden keystroke logging software. Of late, Cyber crimes have been witnessed as a 

major threat to the prudence of data owned and maintained by firms. Leveraging keylogger has made it easier to collect 

information. Depending on the type of keylogger being used, the keystrokes can either be discovered using a software keylogger 

or by a hardware keylogger. Keylogger software can be detected using some anti-keylogger programs. In some cases, hardware 

keylogger may not be detectable by software, since they are connected externally to the CPU and don’t participate in the CPU’s 

activities. These key loggers may pose a serious threat if not detected in time. 

 

Index Terms - Keylogger, Cybercrimes, Anti-keylogger, Malware 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Malware is a software that design to leak private or sensitive information or gaining unauthorized access to system across the 

globe. Detecting and preventing malware attacks is really important in cyber world [1]. As nobody wants their private and sensitive 

information to be leaked someone else without their permission. This may cause financial loss,highly classified data can be leaked 

etc. There are different types of malware that can retrieve user data to hacker or attacker.Such malware are virus, 

Trojan,worms,spyware, rootkit etc. Defence against keylogger and such malware that can retrieve the sensitive information to 

others can be done with the help of Anti-keylogger. Anti-keylogger are against of privacy breaching and also anti-keylogger 

provides to user a free and safe environment from the keylogger and different types of malware attacks that could be done through 

hacker or attacker. Anti-keylogger is a type of software that is developed in such a manner that can detect any keylogger present 

on the system that can retrieve our important or sensitive credential to any third parties or to hacker. Therefore, an Anti-keylogger 

is used against keylogging software or any malware software that can process in background. Anti-keylogger detect keylogger 

program's or software in our system and then either it can eliminate them or delete data collected by them and it can also 

immobilized our hidden keystroke logs or will warn us about existence of any keylogging software present on our system. This is 

used to protect the keylogging activities from taking place on the system and Personal details or sensitive information can be saved 

from getting leaked with the help of this anti- keylogger software. Anti-keylogger can not differentiate between legal and illegal 

keystroke program's that present on the system. It is using in so many different IT fields such as large organizations, financial 

institutions, public computers and even on personal computers system to protect from getting captured keystrokes. There are three 

different types of process to detect the keylogger or to detect privacy breaching malware present on the system. First one is Signature 

based detection , second one is Behavioral detection and last one is SandBox detection. 

 

1. Signature based detection 

In this process of detection, anti-keylogger detects that particular keylogger that is listed as a keylogger on the sites. It will scan all 

the files present on the systems and if it will get any keylogger file or any keylogger present on the system then it will show that 

particular file as a threat file or malicious file. Even it will also provide all the details that why it marked as threat file out of other 

files. Signature based detection main disadvantage is it will detect those keylogger who all are listed so it can not detect any other 

keylogger out of given list to it[6]. 

Drawback is hacker can rename keylogger and can retrieve all the information without the user knowledge. 

2. Behavioral detection 

It focused on the general problem of detecting malicious files or software behaviour. This process of detection is also known as 

heuristic analysis that helps to detect any keylogger present on the system with the help of file or any program behaviour.if any 

software or program is trying to harm system or even any program perform malicious function . it will detect them and terminate 

that particular program by showing warning to user that particular file or program is harmful for your system. Sometimes it is used 

to block non-harmful software because it monitors the some different activities of that particular software. 
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3. Sand Box Detection 

It is a security mechanism for separating running programs, usually in an effort to mitigate system failures and/or software 

vulnerabilities from spreading. It is often used to execute untested or untrusted programs or code, possibly from unverified or 

untrusted third parties, suppliers, users or websites, without risking harm to the host machine or operating system. A sandbox typically 

provides a tightly controlled set of resources for guest programs to run in, such as storage and memory scratch space. Network access, 

the ability to inspect the host system, or read from input devices are usually disallowed or heavily restricted[9]. 

 

II. PROBLEM FOCUSED 

Keylogger is a device used to monitor the keyboard keystrokes which is used by the user. It can also be a hardware or a software. 

This keylogger can be used for both good and bad purposes. One of the example of hardware keylogger is USB plug and Play 

function[3] and software keylogger is Refog which is an AI based technique[4]. It has many types of techniques to hack into the 

victim’s system and steal secured data and information. Some techniques are Brute force attack, Phishing, Password spraying, 

Credential stuffing etc. Here keyboard and its keystrokes which is used by the victim plays a major role in keylogging. These 

keystrokes from keyboard will be recorded by the keylogger and also takes the screenshot of the computer screen and transmits the  

data wireless  like sending through emails, uploading in any websites or using FTP servers to transmit. This transmission process 

can be done until the internet connection is there to the victim system. Anti-keylogger is a software device which is used to detect 

keylogger, prevents its activity from taking place and secures the victims device. This is used by the companies in order to detect 

and secure the user’s data from keylogger and its activities. There are multiple functions which takes place in Anti-keylogging some 

of them are Signature-Based detection, Behavioral detection and Sandbox detection. A Sandbox is a protected space where a shadow 

copy of the hard drive is created to monitor the file’s behavior. One of the advantages of anti-keylogger is, it is efficient in managing 

malicious users. It is very much necessary to have anti-keylogger in every system for example if we are running a business which 

has endpoint devices. These endpoint devices contain confidential information like Online Banking, Credit card information, 

personal identifying information (PII), personal Health information, Email, texting and Word processing. There are more chances 

of having keylogger. If there is no presence of anti-keylogger, then the keylogger tracks the keyboard keystrokes and also takes a 

screenshot of the desktop. This tracked information is transmitted via emails, FTP servers or it may upload to any websites. This 

may lead to a severe problem like losing the company reputation. Anti-keylogger plays a major role in preventing these kinds of 

problems. Apart from detecting keylogger it also helps the victim’s system from malicious attacks. One of the ways used by anti-

keylogger is, it encrypts the users’ input data and even if the keylogger gathers the input data it gets the encrypted data. The encrypted 

data will be decrypted before reaching the server. In this way it helps us from keylogger and also from some of the malicious attacks. 

This method is known as keystroke encryption. 

Some of the major key feature of Anti-key logging are: 

 Anti-keylogger helps in detecting and highlighting the hidden clickjacking attacks and warns you from clicking on these 

types of malicious invisible objects[7]. 

 It also prevents from taking screenshots secretly of your personal information like Online Banking, Credit card 

information, Personal Identifying Information (PII), personal Health information, Email, texting and Word processing[5]. 

 It also prevents and notifies if there is presence of malicious code in the plug and play functional devices like USB. 

 Anti-keylogger encrypts your keystrokes at the lowest kernel layer in order to safeguard the data from being attacked. 

 It also works as an Anti-Subversive service to detect untrusted drivers and display a warning. 

 

III. TECHNIQUES 

Anti-keylogger used the technique to detect the key logger from the system. nowadays, everything is online in which data increment 

rate is highly peaked. these data include the personal as well as secure data such as login credentials, Passwords. It detects an activity 

towards losing of data of a user. If any activity detects than a pop-up message is to be displayed to the user. This message shows the 

user that their data might be loss or can be used by the third party to do cyber crimes and thefts. If an user ignores this message and 

tries to move forward anyhow ,than this software encrypts the data and than send to the other end in such a way that their data is 

private and not be used by someone to do certain activity. Encrypting of the keystroke character make it more secure of the user 

personal identification information and the login credentials. The secure desktop provides the more privacy and security to the users 

so that that could not loss their data from cyber crimes and thefts. When a user provides inputs such as password on certain websites 

through the keyboard than anyone may stoles that data and misuse it in certain activities. So, anti-keylogger is created to overcome 

from these situations. Other than encryption of data, the virtual keyboard is also introduced to put user data. It works in such a way 

that the key logger can’t get these inputs from the user. User can easily provide their personal information on certain websites through 

virtual keyboard. It works in such a way that data can’t be retrieved by the key logger easily. Usage of key logger detection software 

in such a way that the users could get information as earliest that their data might be retrieved or putting their data on that website 

might be harmful for them. To maintain and update their software in the user system at a certain interval make a suitable environment 
to store their confidential data. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Secure Desktop is a tool for Windows to open programs in a safe area where keylogger cannot access by any conventional means. 

Software keylogger work by setting up a Windows hook that tells Windows that whenever the user presses a key or uses their mouse 

to tell the keylogger what keys were pressed, where your mouse moves, and where your mouse clicks. Secure Desktop opens a new 

desktop and then opens the program you chose inside of it, Windows prevents programs from accessing desktops that they haven't 

been opened inside which means any keylogger opened inside of your regular desktop cannot access your keyboard or mouse 

operations inside of the secure desktop and vice versa. The software works in following steps: The user inputs the password in 

keyboard. The driver will encrypt the keystrokes and send them to the Anti-Keylogger module Malware or keylogger will try to 

intercept the keystrokes throughout the transmission, but will only receive encrypted characters Anti-Keylogger module will decrypt 
the keystrokes and send them to the right application. 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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fig1  : working of anti-keylogger 
 

V. SCOPE 

The scope of this project is to provide the privacy and security of the user’s personal data. Personal’s data refers to the password, 

personal identical information, pin, OTP. To make these data more secure the anti-keylogger project is created and developed. 

These personal confidential data is used for thefts and cyber crimes happening in the society. This project provides the secure 

desktop to the user in which they could easily enter their personal information. This paper contains the introduction, problem 

identification , different techniques to reduced these cyber crimes. It also includes methodology in such a way that it will help user 

to detect the key logger. It will be provided free of cost to the educational institutions and for used in further social services. The 

large dataset places like data warehouse, University, hospitals database will get more security from these key logger activit ies. It 

prevents third party application and websites in retrieval of the user data. It provides the secure environment in which a user could 

easily input their confidential data to a certain website. It results a good maintenance of the privacy and security of the user’s 

confidential data. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In current world steeling others private data has become the problem. Anti-keylogger play a major role in securing the data and 

also prevents from malware attacks. Normal machine-to-machine interface safety mechanisms do not secure computer systems 

from attacks by keylogger. In order to comeback keylogger problems, human-to-machine interfaces must be considered. It is 

expected that the attacks using keylogger may increase in feature. Every person should be conscious and aware on basic protection 

requirements like not to use the malicious sites and also not to open unwanted and untrusted links which may come through emails 

or pop-ups while using a particular website. In certain cases, the judicious use of keylogger and computer owners may enhance 

security, privacy, and productivity. It is also advisable that to reduce the keylogger attacks user has to keep their software up-to-

date and to follow strong password polices. Also keeping a track on plug and play devices like USB also reduces the probability of 

being attacked. The main point is to keep aware of keylogger attacks and how does it enter into the users system and what are the 
measurements required to be taken. We Compared the Anti-keylogger software available in market. 

 

Table1: Comparision Of Anti-Keylogger 
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Name Of Anti-Keylogger Developer Price In Market Benefits 

Kaspersky Internet Security (KIS) Kaspersky Lab 999.00 Rupees for 1 

User 
1. complete antivirus suite. 

2. the software automatically activates a virtual 

keyboard. 

Norton Power Eraser Symantec 

Corporation 

799.00 Rupees for 1 

User 

1. Eliminates deeply embedded and difficult to 

detect crimeware 

McAfee Rootkit Remover McAfee Free for User 1. ZeroAccess 
2. Necurs 

3. TDSS Family 

Avast Ultimate Antivirus Avast Software 

B.V. 

1199.00 Rupees for 

1 User 

1. Password Manager 

2. Wi-Fi Inspector 

3. Behavior Shield 
4. Sandbox 
5. Browser Cleanup 

AVG Antivirus AVG 

Technologies 

798.00 Rupees for 1 

User 

1. File Shredder 

2. Email Protection 

3. Web Protection 
4. Data Theft Protection 
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